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We investigate in a phenomenological way directCP violation in the hadronic decaysB6,0→p1p2K6,0

where the effect ofr-v mixing is included. IfNc
e f f ~the effective parameter associated with factorization! is

constrained using the most recent experimental branching ratios~to r0K0, r6K7, r6K0, r0K6 and vK6)
from the BABAR, BELLE and CLEO Collaborations, we get a maximumCP violating asymmetryamax in the
range225% to149% for B2→p1p2K2 and224% to155% for B̄0→p1p2K̄0. We also find thatCP
violation is strongly dependent on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements. Finally, we show that the
sign of sind is always positive in the allowed range ofNc

e f f and hence, a measurement of directCP violation
in B6,0→p1p2K6,0 would remove the mod(p) ambiguity in arg@2VtsVtb

! /VusVub
! #.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.096008 PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 12.39.2x, 13.25.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study ofCP violation in B decays is one of the mos
important aims for theB factories. The relative largeCP
violating effects expected inB meson decays should provid
efficient tests of the standard model through the Cabib
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix. It is usually assumed
that a nonzero imaginary phase angleh is responsible for the
CP violating phenomena. This is why, in the past few yea
numerous theoretical studies and experiments have been
ducted in theB meson system@1,2# in order to reduce uncer
tainties in calculations~e.g. CKM matrix elements, hadroni
matrix elements and nonfactorizable effects! and increase
our understanding ofCP violation within the standard mode
framework.

Direct CP violating asymmetries inB decays occur
through the interference of at least two amplitudes with d
ferent weak phasef and strong phased. In order to extract
the weak phase~which is determined by the CKM matrix
elements! through the measurement of aCP violating asym-
metry, one must know the strong phased and this is usually
not well determined. In addition, in order to have a lar
signal, we have to appeal to some phenomenological me
nism to obtain a larged. The charge symmetry violating
mixing betweenr0 andv can be extremely important in thi
regard. In particular, it can lead to a largeCP violation in B
decays, such asB6,0→r0(v)K6,0→p1p2K6,0, because
the strong phase passes through 90° at thev resonance
@3–5#.

*Email address: oleitner@physics.adelaide.edu.au
†Email address: xhguo@physics.adelaide.edu.au
‡Email address: athomas@physics.adelaide.edu.au
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We have collected the latest data forb to s transitions
concentrating on the CLEO, BABAR and BELLE branchin
ratio results in our approach. The aim of the present wor
multiple. The main one is to constrain theCP violating cal-
culation in B6,0→r0(v)K6,0→p1p2K6,0, including r-v
mixing and using the most recent experimental data foB
→rK decays. The second one is to extract consistent c
straints forB decays intor(PS) wherePScan be eitherp or
K. In order to extract the strong phased, we shall use the
factorization approach, in which the hadronic matrix e
ments of operators are saturated by vacuum intermed
states. Moreover, we approximate non-factorizable effects
introducing an effective number of colors,Nc

e f f .
In this paper we investigate five phenomenological mo

els with different weak form factors and determine theCP
violating asymmetry,a, for B6,0→r0(v)K6,0→p1p2K6,0

in these models. We select models which are consistent
all the data and determine the allowed range forNc

e f f

@0.66(0.61),Nc
e f f,2.84(2.82)#. Then, we study the sign o

sind in this range ofNc
e f f for all these models. We also

discuss the model dependence of our results in detail.
The remainder of this paper is organized as it follows.

Sec. II, we present the form of the effective Hamiltoni
which is based on the operator product expansion, toge
with the values of the corresponding Wilson coefficients.
Sec. III, we give the phenomenological formalism for t
CP violating asymmetry in decay processes includingr-v
mixing, where all aspects of the calculation of directCP
violation, the CKM matrix,r-v mixing, factorization and
form factors are discussed in detail. In Sec. IV we list all t
numerical inputs which are needed for calculating the asy
metry, a, in B6,0→r0(v)K6,0→p1p2K6,0. Section V is
devoted to results and discussions for these decays. In
VI we calculate branching ratios for decays such asB6,0
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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LEITNER, GUO, AND THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D66, 096008 ~2002!
→r6,0K6,0 and B6→vK6 as well, and present numerica
results over the range ofNc

e f f which is allowed by experi-
mental data from the CLEO, BABAR, and BELLE Collabo
rations. In Sec. VII, we summarize our results and determ
the allowed range ofNc

e f f which is consistent with data fo
both rp andrK decays. Uncertainties in our approach a
conclusions are also discussed in this section.

II. THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN

A. Operator product expansion

Operator product expansion~OPE! @6# is a useful tool
introduced to analyze the weak interaction of quarks. De
ing the decay amplitudeA(M→F) as

A~M→F !}Ci~m!^FuOi~m!uM &, ~1!

whereCi(m) are the Wilson coefficients~see Sec. II B! and
Oi(m) the operators given by the OPE, one sees that O
separates the calculation of the amplitude,A(M→F), into
two distinct physical regimes. One is related tohard or short-
distance physics, represented byCi(m) and calculated by a
perturbative approach. The other is thesoft or long-distance
regime. This part must be treated by non-perturbative
proaches such as the 1/N expansion@7#, QCD sum rules@8#
or hadronic sum rules.

The operators,Oi , are local operators which can be wri
ten in the general form

On5~ q̄iGn1qj !~ q̄kGn2ql !, ~2!

whereGn1 andGn2 denote a combination of gamma matric
andq the quark flavor. They should respect the Dirac str
ture, the color structure and the types of quarks relevant
the decay being studied. They can be divided into t
classes according to topology: tree operators (O1 ,O2), and
penguin operators (O3 to O10). For tree contributions (W6

is exchanged!, the Feynman diagram is shown Fig. 1. T
current-current operators related to the tree diagram are
following:

O1
s5q̄agm~12g5!ubs̄bgm~12g5!ba ,

~3!
O2

s5q̄gm~12g5!us̄gm~12g5!b,

wherea andb are the color indices. The penguin terms c
be divided into two sets. The first is from the QCD pengu
diagrams~gluons are exchanged! and the second is from th
electroweak penguin diagrams (g and Z0 exchanged!. The
Feynman diagram for the QCD penguin diagram is shown
Fig. 2 and the corresponding operators are written as
lows:

O35q̄gm~12g5!b(
q8

q̄8gm~12g5!q8,

~4!

O45q̄agm~12g5!bb(
q8

q̄b8gm~12g5!qa8 ,
09600
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O55q̄gm~12g5!b(
q8

q̄8gm~11g5!q8,

~5!

O65q̄agm~12g5!bb(
q8

q̄b8gm~11g5!qa8 ,

whereq85u,d,s,c. Finally, the electroweak penguin oper
tors arise from the two Feynman diagrams represented
Fig. 3 (Z,g exchanged from a quark line! and Fig. 4 (Z,g
exchanged from theW line!. They have the following expres
sions:

O75
3

2
q̄gm~12g5!b(

q8
eq8q̄8gm~11g5!q8, ~6!

O85
3

2
q̄agm~12g5!bb(

q8
eq8q̄b8gm~11g5!qa8 ,

O95
3

2
q̄gm~12g5!b(

q8
eq8q̄8gm~12g5!q8,

O105
3

2
q̄agm~12g5!bb(

q8
eq8q̄b8gm~12g5!qa8 ,

whereeq8 denotes the electric charge ofq8.

FIG. 1. Tree diagram forB decays.

FIG. 2. QCD penguin diagram, forB decays.
8-2
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B. Wilson coefficients

As we mentioned in the preceding section, the Wils
coefficients@9#, Ci(m), represent the physical contribution
from scales higher thanm ~the OPE describes physics fo
scales lower thanm). Since QCD has the property o
asymptotic freedom, they can be calculated in perturba
theory. The Wilson coefficients include contributions of
heavy particles, such as the top quark, theW bosons, and the
charged Higgs boson. Usually, the scalem is chosen to be of
order O(mb) for B decays. Wilson coefficients have bee
calculated to the next-to-leading order~NLO!. The evolution
of C(m) @the matrix that includesCi(m)] is given by

C~m!5U~m,MW!C~MW!, ~7!

whereU(m,MW) is the QCD evolution matrix:

U~m,MW!5F11
as~m!

4p
JGU0~m,MW!F12

as~MW!

4p
JG ,

~8!

with J the matrix summarizing the next-to-leading order c
rections andU0(m,MW) the evolution matrix in the leading
logarithm approximation. Since the strong interaction is
dependent of quark flavor, theC(m) are the same for allB
decays. At the scalem5mb55 GeV, C(m) take the values
summarized in Table I@10,11#.

FIG. 3. Electroweak-penguin diagram forB decays.

FIG. 4. Electroweak-penguin diagram~coupling betweenZ, g,
andW) for B decays.
09600
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To be consistent, the matrix elements of the operat
Oi , should also be renormalized to the one-loop order. T
results in the effective Wilson coefficients,Ci8 , which satisfy
the constraint

Ci~mb!^Oi~mb!&5Ci8^Oi&
tree, ~9!

where ^Oi&
tree are the matrix elements at the tree lev

These matrix elements will be evaluated in the factorizat
approach. From Eq.~9!, the relations betweenCi8 andCi are
@10,11#

C185C1 , C285C2 ,

C385C32Ps/3, C485C41Ps ,

C585C52Ps/3, C685C61Ps , ~10!

C785C71Pe , C885C8 ,

C985C91Pe , C108 5C10,

where

Ps5~as/8p!C2@10/91G~mc ,m,q2!#,
~11!

Pe5~aem/9p!~3C11C2!@10/91G~mc ,m,q2!#,

and

G~mc ,m,q2!54E
0

1

dxx~x21!ln
mc

22x~12x!q2

m2
.

~12!

Here q2 is the typical momentum transfer of the gluon
photon in the penguin diagrams andG(mc ,m,q2) has the
following explicit expression@12#:

TABLE I. Wilson coefficients to the next-leading order~see the
reference in text!.

Ci(m) for m55 GeV

C1 20.3125
C2 11.1502

C3 10.0174 C5 10.0104
C4 10.0373 C6 20.0459

C7 21.05031025 C9 20.0101
C8 13.83931024 C10 11.95931023
8-3
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TABLE II. Effective Wilson coefficients related to the tree operators, electroweak and QCD pen
operators~see the reference in text!.

Ci8 q2/mb
250.3 q2/mb

250.5

C18 20.3125 20.3125
C28 11.1502 11.1502

C38 12.4333102211.54331023i 12.1203102212.17431023i
C48 25.8083102224.62831023i 24.8693102221.55231022i
C58 11.7333102211.54331023i 11.4203102215.17431023i
C68 26.6683102224.62831023i 25.7293102221.55231022i

C78 21.4353102422.96331025i 28.3403102529.93831025i
C88 13.83931024 13.83931024

C98 21.0233102222.96331025i 21.0173102229.93831025i
C108 11.95931023 11.95931023
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ReG5
2

3 S ln
mc

2

m2
2

5

3
24

mc
2

q2
1S 112

mc
2

q2 D

3A124
mc

2

q2
ln

11A124
mc

2

q2

12A124
mc

2

q2

D , ~13!

ImG52
2

3 S 112
mc

2

q2 DA124
mc

2

q2
.

Based on simple arguments at the quark level, the valu
q2 is chosen in the range 0.3,q2/mb

2,0.5 @3,4#. From Eqs.
~10!–~13! we can obtain numerical values forCi8 . These
values are listed in Table II, where we have takenas(mZ)
50.112, aem(mb)51/132.2, mb55 GeV, and mc
51.35 GeV.

C. Effective Hamiltonian

In any phenomenological treatment of the weak decay
hadrons, the starting point is the weak effective Hamilton
at low energy@13#. It is obtained by integrating out the heav
fields ~e.g. the top quark,W andZ bosons! from the standard
model Lagrangian. It can be written as,

He f f5
GF

A2
(

i
VCKMCi~m!Oi~m!, ~14!

whereGF is the Fermi constant,VCKM is the CKM matrix
element~see Sec. III A!, Ci(m) are the Wilson coefficients
~see Sec. II B!, Oi(m) are the operators from the operat
09600
of

of
n

product expansion~see Sec. II A!, and m represents the
renormalization scale. We emphasize that the amplitude
responding to the effective Hamiltonian for a given decay
independent of the scalem. In the present case, since w
analyze directCP violation in B decays, we take into ac
count both tree and penguin diagrams. For the penguin
grams, we include all operatorsO3 to O10. Therefore, the
effective Hamiltonian used will be

H e f f
nB515

GF

A2
FVubVus* ~C1O1

s1C2O2
s!2VtbVts* (

i 53

10

CiOi G
1H.c., ~15!

and consequently, the decay amplitude can be expresse
follows:

A~B→PV!5
GF

A2
FVubVus* ~C1^PVuO1

suB&1C2^PVuO2
suB&!

2VtbVts* (
i 53

10

Ci^PVuOi uB&G1H.c., ~16!

where ^PVuOi uB& are the hadronic matrix elements. The
describe the transition between the initial state and the fi
state for scales lower thanm and include, up to now, the
main uncertainties in the calculation since they involve no
perturbative effects.

III. CP VIOLATION IN BÁ,0\r0
„v…KÁ,0\p¿pÀKÁ,0

Direct CP violation in a decay process requires that t
two CP conjugate decay processes have different abso
8-4
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values for their amplitudes@14#. Let us start from the usua
definition of asymmetry,

a~B→F !5
G~B→F !2G~B̄→F̄ !

G~B→F !1G~B̄→F̄ !
, ~17!

which gives

a~B→F !5
uA~B→F !u22uĀ~B̄→F̄ !u2

uA~B→F !u21uĀ~B̄→F̄ !u2
, ~18!

whereA(B→F) is the amplitude for the considered deca
which in general can be written asA(B→F)5uA1ueid11 if1

1uA2ueid21 if2. Hence one gets

a~B→F !

5
22uA1uuA2usin~f12f2!sin~d12d2!

uA1u212uA1uuA2ucos~f12f2!cos~d12d2!1uA2u2
.

~19!

Therefore, in order to obtain directCP violation, theCP
asymmetry parametera needs a strong phasedifference, d1
2d2, coming from the hadronic matrixand a weak phase
difference, f12f2, coming from the CKM matrix.

A. CKM matrix

In phenomenological applications, the widely used CK
matrix parametrization is theWolfenstein parametrization
@15#. In this approach, the four independent parameters
l,A,r andh. Then, by expanding each element of the m
trix as a power series of the parameterl5sinuc50.2209 (uc
is the Gell-Mann–Levy–Cabibbo angle!, one gets@O(l4) is
neglected#

V̂CKM5S 12
1

2
l2 l Al3~r2 ih!

2l 12
1

2
l2 Al2

Al3~12r2 ih! 2Al2 1
D ,

~20!

where h plays the role of theCP-violating phase. In this
parametrization, even though it is an approximation inl, the
CKM matrix satisfies unitarity exactly, which means,

V̂CKM
†

•V̂CKM5 Î 5V̂CKM•V̂CKM
† . ~21!

B. r-v mixing

In the vector meson dominance model@16#, the photon
propagator is dressed by coupling to vector mesons. F
this, ther-v mixing mechanism@17# was developed. LetA
be the amplitude for the decayB→r0(v)K→p1p2K, then
one has

A5^Kp2p1uHTuB&1^Kp2p1uHPuB&, ~22!
09600
,

re
-

m

with HT and HP being the Hamiltonians for the tree an
penguin operators. We can define the relative magnitude
phases between these two contributions as follows:

A5^Kp2p1uHTuB&@11reideif#,
~23!

Ā5^K̄p1p2uHTuB̄&@11reide2 if#,

whered andf are strong and weak phases, respectively. T
phasef arises from the appropriate combination of CK
matrix elements, andf5arg@(VtbVts

! )/(VubVus
! )#. As a re-

sult, sinf is equal to sing with g defined in the standard
way @18#. The parameter,r, is the absolute value of the rati
of tree and penguin amplitudes:

r[U^r0~v!KuHPuB&

^r0~v!KuHTuB&
U . ~24!

In order to obtain a large signal for directCP violation, we
need some mechanism to make both sind and r large. We
stress thatr-v mixing has the dual advantages that t
strong phase difference is large~passing through 90° at thev
resonance! and well known@4,5#. With this mechanism, to
first order in isospin violation, we have the following resu
when the invariant mass ofp1p2 is near thev resonance
mass:

^Kp2p1uHTuB&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvtv1

gr

sr
tr ,

~25!

^Kp2p1uHPuB&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvpv1

gr

sr
pr .

Here tV (V5r or v) is the tree amplitude andpV the pen-
guin amplitude for producing a vector meson,V, gr is the

coupling for r0→p1p2, P̃rv is the effectiver-v mixing
amplitude, andsV is from the inverse propagator of the ve
tor mesonV,

sV5s2mV
21 imVGV , ~26!

with As being the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair. We
stress that the direct couplingv→p1p2 is effectively ab-

sorbed intoP̃rv @19#, leading to the explicits dependence of

P̃rv . Making the expansion P̃rv(s)5P̃rv(mv
2 )1(s

2mw
2 )P̃rv8 (mv

2 ), the r-v mixing parameters were dete
mined in the fit of Gardner and O’Connell@20#:

ReP̃rv(mv
2 )5235006300 MeV2, ImP̃rv(mv

2 )52300

6300 MeV2, and P̃rv8 (mv
2 )50.0360.04. In practice, the

effect of the derivative term is negligible. From Eqs.~22!,
~25! one has

reideif5
P̃rvpv1svpr

P̃rvtv1svtr

. ~27!

Defining
8-5
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pv

tr
[r 8ei (dq1f),

tv

tr
[aeida,

pr

pv
[beidb, ~28!

where da ,db and dq are strong phases~absorptive part!.
Substituting Eq.~28! into Eq. ~27!, one finds

reid5r 8eidq
P̃rv1beidbsv

sv1P̃rvaeida
, ~29!

where

aeida5 f , beidb5b1ci, r 8eidq5d1ei, ~30!

and using Eq.~29!, we obtain the following result whenAs
;mv :

reid5
C1 iD

~s2mv
2 1 fReP̃rv!21~ fImP̃rv1mvGv!2

.

~31!

HereC andD are defined as

C5~s2mv
2 1 fReP̃rv!$d@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

2e@ImP̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%

1~ fImP̃rv1mvGv!$e@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !2cmvGv#

1d@ImP̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%, ~32!

and

D5~s2mv
2 1 fReP̃rv!$e@ReP̃rv1d~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

1d@ImP̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%

2~ fImP̃rv1mvGv!$d@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !2cmvGv#

2e@ImP̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%. ~33!

aeida, beidb, andr 8eidq will be calculated later. In order to
get the CP violating asymmetry,a, sinf and cosf are
needed, wheref is determined by the CKM matrix element
In the Wolfenstein parametrization@15#, the weak phase
comes from@VtbVts

! /VubVus
! # and one has for the decayB

→r0(v)K,

sinf5
2h

Ar21h2
,

~34!

cosf5
2r

Ar21h2
.

The values used forr andh will be discussed in Sec. IV A
09600
C. Factorization

With the Hamiltonian given in Eq.~15! ~see Sec. II C!, we
are ready to evaluate the matrix elements forB6,0

→r0(v)K6,0. In the factorization approximation@21#, either
r0(v) or K6,0 is generated by one current which has t
appropriate quantum numbers in the Hamiltonian. For th
decay processes, two kinds of matrix element products
involved after factorization~i.e. omitting Dirac matrices and
color labels!: ^r0(v)u(ūu)u0&^K6,0u( s̄b)uB6,0& and

^K6,0u(q̄1q2)u0&^r0(v)u(ūb)uB6,0&, whereq1 andq2 could
be u, s or d. We will calculate them in several phenomen
logical quark models.

The matrix elements forB→X andB→X! ~where X and
X! denote pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively! can
be decomposed as follows@22#:

^XuJmuB&5S pB1pX2
mB

22mX
2

k2
kD

m

F1~k2!

1
mB

22mX
2

k2
kmF0~k2!, ~35!

and

^X!uJmuB&5
2

mB1mX!

emnrse!npB
r pX!

s V~k2!

1 i H em
! ~mB1mX!!A1~k2!2

e!
•k

mB1mX!

3~PB1PX!!mA2~k2!2
e!
•k

k2
2mX!•kmA3~k2!J

1 i
e!
•k

k2
2mX!•kmA0~k2!, ~36!

where Jm is the weak current, defined asJm5q̄gm(1
2g5)b with q5u,d,s andk5pB2pX(X!) . em is the polar-
ization vector ofX!. F0 andF1 are the form factors related
to the transition 02→02, while A0 , A1 , A2 , A3 andV are
the form factors that describe the transition 02→12. Finally,
in order to cancel the poles atq250, the form factors respec
the conditions

F1~0!5F0~0!, A3~0!5A0~0!, ~37!

and they also satisfy the following relations:

A3~k2!5
mB1mX!

2mX!

A1~k2!2
mB2mX!

2mX!

A2~k2!. ~38!

An argument for factorization has been given by Bjork
@23#: the heavy quark decays are very energetic, so
quark-antiquark pair in a meson in a final state moves v
fast away from the localized weak interaction. The hadro
zation of the quark-antiquark pair occurs far away from t
8-6
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remaining quarks. Then, the meson can be factorized out
the interaction between the quark pair in the meson and
remaining quark should be tiny.

In the evaluation of matrix elements, the effective numb
of colors, Nc

e f f , enters through a Fierz transformation.
general, for operatorOi , one can write

1

~Nc
e f f! i

5
1

3
1j i with i 51, . . .,10, ~39!

wherej i describes non-factorizable effects. We assumej i is
universal for all the operatorsOi . We also ignore the fina
state interactions~FSI!. After factorization, and using the de
composition in Eqs.~35!,~36!, one obtains, for the proces
B̄0→r0(v)K̄0,
09600
nd
e

r

tr5mBupW ruS C181
1

Nc
C28D f rF1~mr

2!, ~40!

wheref r is ther decay constant@and to simplify the formu-
las we useNc for Nc

e f f in Eqs.~40!–~50!#. In the same way,
we find tv5tr , so that

aeida51. ~41!

After calculating the penguin operator contributions, one h

r 8eidq52
pv

S C181
1

Nc
C28D f rF1~mr

2!
U VtbVts

!

VubVus
! U , ~42!

and
ay
beidb5
mBupW ru

pv
S 3

2 F S C781
1

Nc
C88D1S C981

1

Nc
C108 D G f rF1~mr

2!1H S C481
1

Nc
C38D2

1

2 S C108 1
1

Nc
C98D

1F22S C681
1

Nc
C58D1S C881

1

Nc
C78D GF mK

2

~mb1md!~md1ms!
G J f KA0~mK

2 ! D , ~43!

where f K is theK decay constant. In Eqs.~42!, ~43!, pv has the following form:

pv5mBupW ru H 2F S C381
1

Nc
C48D1S C581

1

Nc
C68D G f rF1~mr

2!1
1

2 F S C781
1

Nc
C88D1S C981

1

Nc
c108 D G f rF1~mr

2!

1F S C881
1

Nc
C78D22S C681

1

Nc
C58D GF mK

2 f KA0~mK
2 !

~mb1md!~md1ms!
G1F S C481

1

Nc
C38D2

1

2 S C108 1
1

Nc
C98D G f KA0~mK

2 !J , ~44!

and the CKM amplitude entering theb→s transition is

U VtbVts
!

VubVus
! U5

1

l2

1

Ar21h2
5

1

l2

1

usinbu
, ~45!

with b defined as the unitarity triangle as usual. Similarly, by applying the same formalism, one gets for the decB2

→r0(v)K2,

tr5mBupW ruF S C181
1

Nc
C28D f rF1~mr

2!1S C281
1

Nc
C18D f KA0~mK

2 !G . ~46!

In the same way, we findtv5tr , therefore one has, again,

aeida51. ~47!

The ratio between penguin and tree operator contributions, which involves CKM matrix elements, is given by
8-7
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r 8eidq52
pv

S C181
1

Nc
C28D f rF1~mr

2!1S C281
1

Nc
C18D f KA0~mK

2 !
U VtbVts

!

VubVus
! U , ~48!

and finally,

beidb5
mBupW ru

pv
H S C481

1

Nc
C38D f KA0~mK

2 !1
3

2 F S C781
1

Nc
C88D1S C981

1

Nc
C108 D G f rF1~mr

2!1S C108 1
1

Nc
C98D f KA0~mK

2 !

22F S C681
1

Nc
C58D1S C881

1

Nc
C78D GF mK

2 f KA0~mK
2 !

~mu1ms!~mb1mu!
G J , ~49!

where thev penguin operator contribution,pv , is

pv5mBupW ru H 2F S C381
1

Nc
C48D1S C581

1

Nc
C68D G f rF1~mr

2!1
1

2 F S C781
1

Nc
C88D1S C981

1

Nc
C108 D G f rF1~mr

2!

1F S C481
1

Nc
C38D1S C108 1

1

Nc
C98D G f KA0~mK

2 !22F S C881
1

Nc
C78D1S C681

1

Nc
C58D GF mK

2

~mu1ms!~mb1mu!
G f KA0~mK

2 !J .

~50!
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D. Form factors

The form factorsFi(k
2) andAj (k

2) depend on the inne
structure of the hadrons. We will adopt here three differ
theoretical approaches. The first was proposed by Ba
Stech, and Wirbel~BSW! @22#, who used the overlap inte
grals of wave functions in order to evaluate the mes
meson matrix elements of the corresponding current.
momentum dependence of the form factors is based o
single-pole ansatz. The second one was developed by
and Huang~GH! @24#. They modified the BSW model by
using some wave functions described in the light-co
framework. The last model was given by Ball@25# and Ball
and Braun@26#. In this case, the form factors are calculat
from QCD sum rules on the light-cone and leading tw
contributions, radiative corrections, andSU(3)-breaking ef-
fects are included. Nevertheless, all these models use
nomenological form factors which are parametrized by m
ing the nearest pole dominance assumption. The explicik2

dependence of the form factor is as@22,24–27#:

F1~k2!5
h1

S 12
k2

m1
2D n ,

A0~k2!5
hA0

S 12
k2

mA0

2 D n ,

or
09600
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-
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F1~k2!5
h1

12d1

k2

mB
2

1b1S k2

mB
2 D 2 ,

~51!

A0~k2!5
hA0

12d0

k2

mB
2

1b0S k2

mB
2 D 2 ,

wheren51,2, mA0
and m1 are the pole masses associat

with the transition current,h1 andhA0
are the values of form

factors atq250, anddi andbi ( i 50,1) are parameters in th
model of Ball.

IV. NUMERICAL INPUTS

A. CKM values

In our numerical calculations we have several paramet
q2,Nc , and the CKM matrix elements in the Wolfenste
parametrization. As mentioned in Sec. II B, the value ofq2 is
conventionally chosen to be in the range 0.3,q2/mb

2,0.5.
The CKM matrix, which should be determined from expe

TABLE III. Values of the CKM unitarity triangle for limiting
values of the CKM matrix elements.

a b g

(rmin ,hmin) 104°47 19°32 56°21
(rmin ,hmax) 93°13 24°31 62°56
(rmax,hmin) 112°14 21°20 46°66
(rmax,hmax) 99°66 26°56 53°78
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TABLE IV. Form factor values forB→r andB→K at q250 ~see the reference in text!.

hA0
h1 mA0

m1 d0(d1) b0(b1)

model (1) 0.280 0.360 5.27 5.41
model (2) 0.340 0.762 5.27 5.41
model (3) 0.280 0.360 5.27 5.41
model (4) 0.340 0.762 5.27 5.41
model (5) 0.372 0.341 1.400~0.410! 0.437(20.361)
am
es
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ro
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d

d

on,
he
ns,

li-

6

he

,
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mental data, is expressed in terms of the Wolfenstein par
eters,A, l, r, andh @15#. Here, we shall use the latest valu
@28# which were extracted from charmless semileptonicB
decays, (uVubu), charm semileptonicB decays, (uVcbu), s and
d mass oscillations,Dms , Dmd , and CP violation in the
kaon system (eK),(r,h). Hence, one has

l50.2237, A50.8113, 0.190,r,0.268,
~52!

0.284,h,0.366.

These values respect the unitarity triangle as well~see also
Table III!.

B. Quark masses

The running quark masses are used in order to calcu
the matrix elements of penguin operators. The quark mas
taken at the scalem.mb in B decays. Therefore one has@29#

mu~m5mb!52.3 MeV, md~m5mb!54.6 MeV,
~53!

ms~m5mb!590 MeV, mb~m5mb!54.9 GeV,

which corresponds toms(m51 GeV)5140 MeV. For me-
son masses, we shall use the following values@18#:

mB655.279 GeV, mB055.279 GeV,

mK650.493 GeV, mK050.497 GeV,
~54!

mp650.139 GeV, mp050.135 GeV,

mr050.769 GeV, mv50.782 GeV.

C. Form factors and decay constants

In Table IV we list the relevant form factor values at ze
momentum transfer@22,24–26,30# for the B→K andB→r
transitions. The different models are defined as follow
models~1! and~3! are the BSW model where theq2 depen-
dence of the form factors is described by a single- an
double-pole ansatz, respectively. Models~2! and ~4! are the
GH model with the same momentum dependence as mo
~1! and ~3!. Finally, model~5! refers to the Ball model. We
define the decay constants for pseudo-scalar (f P) and vector
( f V) mesons as usual by,

^P~q!uq̄1gmg5q2u0&5 i f Pqm ,
~55!

A2^V~q!uq̄1gmq2u0&5 f VmVeV ,
09600
-

te
is
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with qm being the momentum of the pseudo-scalar mes
mV and eV being the mass and polarization vector of t
vector meson, respectively. Numerically, in our calculatio
we take@18#,

f K5160 MeV, f r. f v5221 MeV. ~56!

The r andv decay constants are very close and for simp
fication ~without any consequences for results! we choose
f r5 f v .

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated theCP violating asymmetry,a, for
the two B decays:B̄0→r0K̄0→p1p2K̄0 and B2→r0K2

→p1p2K2. The results are shown in Figs. 5 and
for B̄0→p1p2K̄0, „a5@G(B̄0→p1p2K̄0)2G(B0

→p2p1K0)# / @G(B̄0→p1p2K̄0)1G(B0→p2p1K0) # …,
where k2/mb

250.3(0.5) and forNc
e f f equal to 0.61, 0.66,

2.65, 2.69, 2.82 and 2.84. Similarly, in Figs. 7 and 8, t
CP violating asymmetry, a, „5@G(B2→p1p2K2)
2 G ( B1 → p2p1 K1 ) # / @ G ( B2 → p1p2K2) 1 G ( B1

→p2p1K1)#…, is plotted for B2→p1p2K2, where
k2/mb

250.3(0.5) and for the same values ofNc
e f f previously

applied for B̄0→p1p2K̄0. In our numerical calculations

FIG. 5. CP violating asymmetry,a, for B̄0→p1p2K̄0, for
k2/mb

250.3, for Nc
e f f50.66,2.69,2.84 and for limiting values, ma

~min!, of the CKM matrix elements for model(1): dot-dot-dashed
line ~dot-dash-dashed line! for Nc

e f f50.66. Solid line~dotted line!
for Nc

e f f52.69. Dashed line~dot-dashed line! for Nc
e f f52.84.
8-9
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we found that theCP violating parameter,a, reaches a maxi-
mum value,amax, when the invariant mass of thep1p2 is
in the vicinity of thev resonance, for a fixed value ofNc

e f f .
We have studied the model dependence ofa with five models
where different form factors have been applied. Numeri
results forB̄0→p1p2K̄0 and B2→p1p2K2 are listed in
Tables V and VI, respectively. It appears that the form fac
dependence ofa for all models, and in both decays,
weaker than theNc

e f f dependence.

For B̄0→p1p2K̄0, we have determined the range of th
maximum asymmetry parameter,amax, whenNc

e f f varies be-
tween 0.66(0.61) and 2.84(2.82), in the case ofk2/mb

2

50.3(0.5). The evaluation ofamax gives allowed values

FIG. 6. CP violating asymmetry,a, for B̄0→p1p2K̄0, for
k2/mb

250.5, for Nc
e f f50.61,2.65,2.82 and for limiting values, ma

~min!, of the CKM matrix elements for model(1): dot-dot-dashed
line ~dot-dash-dashed line! for Nc

e f f50.61. Solid line~dotted line!
for Nc

e f f52.65. Dashed line~dot-dashed line! for Nc
e f f52.82.

FIG. 7. CP violating asymmetry,a, for B2→p1p2K2, for
k2/mb

250.3, for Nc
e f f50.66,2.69,2.84 and for limiting values, ma

~min!, of the CKM matrix elements for model(1): dot-dot-dashed
line ~dot-dash-dashed line! for Nc

e f f50.66. Solid line~dotted line!
for Nc

e f f52.69. Dashed line~dot-dashed line! for Nc
e f f52.84.
09600
l

r

from 37%(55%) to220%(224%) for the range ofNc
e f f

and CKM matrix elements indicated before. The sign ofamax

stays positive untilNc
e f f reaches 2.7. If we look at the nu

merical results for the asymmetries~Table V!, for Ncmin
e f f

50.66(0.61) andk2/mb
250.3(0.5), we find good agreemen

between all the models, with a maximum asymmetry,amax,
around 33%(45.6%) for the set (rmax,hmax), and around
26%(33.2%) for the set (rmin ,hmin). The ratio between
asymmetries associated with the upper and lower limits

FIG. 8. CP violating asymmetry,a, for B2→p1p2K2, for
k2/mb

250.5, for Nc
e f f50.61,2.65,2.82 and for limiting values, ma

~min!, of the CKM matrix elements for model(1): dot-dot-dashed
line ~dot-dash-dashed line! for Nc

e f f50.61. Solid line~dotted line!
for Nc

e f f52.65. Dashed line~dot-dashed line! for Nc
e f f52.82.

TABLE V. Maximum CP violating asymmetryamax(%) for

B̄0→p1p2K̄0 for all models, limiting values~upper and lower! of
the CKM matrix elements, and fork2/mb

250.3(0.5).

Ncmin
e f f 50.66(0.61) Ncmax

e f f 52.84(2.82)

model (1)
rmax,hmax 32(46) 214(216)
rmin ,hmin 25(33) 219(222)

model (2)
rmax,hmax 32~41! 26(27)
rmin ,hmin 27~30! 29(210)

model (3)
rmax,hmax 32~45! 214(216)
rmin ,hmin 25~33! 220(223)

model (4)
rmax,hmax 32~41! 26(27)
rmin ,hmin 27~30! 29(210)

model (5)
rmax,hmax 37~55! 215(217)
rmin ,hmin 26~40! 219(224)
8-10
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(r,h) is around 1.26(1.37). If we consider the maximu
asymmetry parameter,amax, for Ncmax

e f f 52.84(2.82), we ob-
serve a distinction between the models. Indeed, two cla
of models appear: models (2) and (4) and models~1!, ~3!
and (5). Formodels (2) and(4), one has anasymmetry,
amax, around26%(27%) and around29%(210%) for
the upper and lower set of (r,h), respectively. The ratio
between them is around 1.50(1.42). For models~1!, ~3! and
(5), the maximum asymmetry is of order214.3%
(216.3%) for (rmax,hmax) and around 219.3%
(223.0%) for (rmin ,hmin). In this case, the ratio betwee
asymmetries is around 1.34(1.41).

The first reason why the maximum asymmetry,amax, can
vary so much comes from the elementVub . The other CKM
matrix elementsVtb , Vts andVus , all proportional toA and
l, are very well measured experimentally and thus do
interfere in our results. OnlyVub , which contains ther and
h parameters, provides large uncertainties, and thus, l
variations for the maximum asymmetry. The second rea
is the non-factorizable effects in the transitionb→s. It is
well known that decays including aK meson~and therefore
an s quark! carry more uncertainties than those involvin
only ap meson (u, d quarks!. If we look at the asymmetries
at Ncmin

e f f , all models give almost the same values, wherea
Ncmax

e f f , we obtain different asymmetry values~with, more-
over, a change of sign for theCP violating asymmetry!. The
CP asymmetry parameter is more sensitive to form factor
high values ofNc

e f f than at low values ofNc
e f f . It appears

therefore that all of the models investigated can be divide
two classes, referring to the two classes of form factors.

For B2→p1p2K2, we have similarly investigated th
CP violating asymmetry. The values of maximum asymm

TABLE VI. Maximum CP violating asymmetryamax(%) for
B2→p1p2K2 for all models, limiting values of the CKM matrix
elements~upper and lower limit!, and fork2/mb

250.3(0.5).

Ncmin
e f f 50.66(0.61) Ncmax

e f f 52.84(2.82)

model (1)
rmax,hmax 47~45! 215(217)
rmin ,hmin 34~35! 221(223)

model (2)
rmax,hmax 45~41! 211(213)
rmin ,hmin 33~32! 217(218)

model (3)
rmax,hmax 47~44! 215(217)
rmin ,hmin 34~35! 220(223)

model (4)
rmax,hmax 45~42! 212(213)
rmin ,hmin 33~32! 217(218)

model (5)
rmax,hmax 49~46! 217(219)
rmin ,hmin 36~35! 222(225)
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try parameter,amax, for a range ofNc
e f f from 0.66(0.61) to

2.84(2.82), wherek2/mb
250.3(0.5) and for the five model

analyzed, are given in Table VI. We found that for this dec
the CP violating parameter, a, takes values around
49%(46%) to222%(225%) for the limiting CKM matrix
values ofr andh defined before. Once again, the sign of t
asymmetry parameter,a, is positive if the value ofNc stays
below 2.7. If we focus onNcmin

e f f equal to 0.66(0.61), model
~1!, ~2!, ~3!, ~4! and (5) give almost the same value which
around 46.6%(43.6%) for the maximum values of the CK
matrix elements. For the set (rmin ,hmin), the maximum
asymmetry,a, is around 34.0%(33.8%). The ratio betwe
asymmetry values taken at upper and lower limitingr andh
values is around 1.37(1.28). Let us have a look at theCP
asymmetry values atNcmax

e f f . As we observed for the deca

B̄0→p1p2K̄0, all models are separated into two distin
classes related to their form factors. For models~1!, ~3! and
(5), the value of maximum asymmetry,amax, is around
215.6%(217.6%) and around221%(223.6%) for the
maximum and minimum values of set (r,h), respectively.
The calculated ratio is around 1.34(1.34), between these
asymmetries. As regards models (2) and(4), for thesame
set of (r,h), one gets 211.5%(213%) and 217%
(218%). In this case, one has 1.47(1.38) for the ratio. T
reasons for the differences between the maximum asym
try parameter,amax, are the same as in the decayB̄0

→p1p2K̄0.
By analyzing theB decays, such asB̄0→p1p2K̄0 and

B2→p1p2K2, we found that theCP violating asymmetry,
a, depends on the CKM matrix elements, form factors a
the effective parameterNc

e f f ~in order of increasing depen
dence!. As regards the CKM matrix elements, the depe
dence through the element,Vub , contributes to the asymme
try in the ratio between thev penguin contributions and th
r tree contributions. It also appears that for the upper limit
set (r,h), we get the higher value asymmetry,a, and vice
versa. With regard to the form factors, the dependence at
values ofNc

e f f is very weak although the huge differenc
between the phenomenological form factors@models (2) and
(4) and models~1!, ~3! and (5)] applied in our calculations
At high values ofNc

e f f the dependence becomes strong a
then, the asymmetry appears very sensitive to form fact
For the effective parameter,Nc

e f f ~related to hadronic non
factorizable effects!, our results show explicitly the depen
dence of the asymmetry parameter on it. Because of the
ergy carried by the quarks, intermediate states and final sta
interactions are not well taken into account and may exp
this strong sensitivity. Finally, results obtained atk2/mb

2

50.3(0.5) also show renormalization effects of the Wils
coefficients involved in the weak effective hadronic Ham
tonian. For the ratio between asymmetries, results give
average value of order 1.36(1.40) forB̄0→p1p2K̄0 and
1.39(1.33) forB2→p1p2K2. This ratio is mainly gov-
erned by the term 1/sinb, where the values of the anglesa,
b andg are listed in Table III.

As a first conclusion on these numerical results, it is o
vious that the dependence of the asymmetry on the effec
8-11
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parameterNc
e f f is dramatic and therefore it is absolutely ne

essary to more efficiently constrain its value, in order to u
asymmetry,a, to determine the CKM parametersr and h.
We know that the effects ofr-v mixing only exist aroundv
resonance. Nevertheless, in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8, at s
values ofNc

e f f , e.g..0.6, the curves show large asymmet
values far away fromv resonance, which isa priori unex-
pected. In fact, if we assume that nonfactorizable effects
not as important as factorizable contributions, thenNc

e f f

should be much bigger@see Eq.~39!#. From previous analy-
sis on some otherB decays such asB→Dp, B→vp, and
B→vK, it was found thatNc

e f f should be around 2@31#.
Therefore, although small values ofNc

e f f are allowed by the
experimental data we are considering in this paper, we
pect that the value ofNc

e f f cannot be so small with mor
accurate data. We have checked that whenNc

e f f is larger than
1 the largeCP asymmetries are confined in thev resonance
region. With a very small value ofNc

e f f , nonfactorizable
effects have been overestimated. This means that soft g
exchanges betweenr0(v) andK may affectr-v mixing and
hence lead to the largeCP asymmetries in a region far awa
from v resonance. However, whenAs is very far from v
resonance, theCP asymmetries go to zero as expected.

In spite of the uncertainties discussed previously, the m
effect of r-v mixing in B→p1p2K is the removal of the
ambiguity concerning the strong phase, sind. In the b→s
transition, the weak phase in the rate asymmetry is pro
tional to sing whereg5arg@2(VtsVtb

! )/(VusVub
! )#. Know-

ing the sign of sind, we are then able to determine the si
of sing from a measurement of the asymmetry,a. In Figs. 9
and 10, the value of sind is plotted as a function ofNc

e f f for

B̄0→p1p2K̄0 and B2→p1p2K2, respectively. It ap-
pears, in both cases, whenr-v mixing mechanism is in-
cluded, that the sign of sind is positive, for all models stud
ied, until Nc

e f f reaches 2.69(2.65) for bothB2→p1p2K2

FIG. 9. sind, as a function ofNc
e f f , for B̄0→p1p2K̄0, for

k2/mB
250.3(0.5) and for model(1). The solid ~dotted! line at

sind511 corresponds to the caseP̃rv5(23500;2300), where
r-v mixing is included. The dot-dashed~dot-dot-dashed! line cor-

responds toP̃rv5(0;0), wherer-v mixing is not included.
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and B̄0→p1p2K̄0, when k2/mb
250.3(0.5). For values of

Nc
e f f bigger than this limit, sind becomes negative. At the

same time, the sign of the asymmetry also changes. In F
11~b! and 12~b!, the ratio of penguin to tree amplitudes

shown for B6,0→p1p2K6,0, in the case of P̃rv5
(23500,2300). The critical point aroundNc

e f f52.7 refers
to the change of sign of sind. Clearly, we can use a measur
ment of the asymmetry,a, to eliminate the uncertainty
mod(p) which is usually involved in the determination ofg

FIG. 10. sind, as a function ofNc
e f f , for B2→p1p2K2, for

k2/mB
250.3(0.5) and for model(1). The solid ~dotted! line at

sind511 corresponds to the caseP̃rv5(23500;2300), where
r-v mixing is included. The dot-dashed~dot-dot-dashed! line cor-

responds toP̃rv5(0;0) wherer-v mixing is not included.

FIG. 11. The ratio of penguin to tree amplitudes,r, as a function

of Nc
e f f , for B̄0→p1p2K̄0, for k2/mB

250.3(0.5), for limiting val-

ues of the CKM matrix elements (r,h)max (min), for P̃rv

5(23500;2300)(0,0) @i.e. with ~without! r-v mixing# and for

model (1). ~a! For P̃rv5(0;0), solid line ~dotted line! for k2/mB
2

50.3 and (r,h)max (min). Dot-dashed line~dot-dot-dashed line!
for k2/mB

250.5 and (r,h)max (min). ~b! The same caption as~a!

but for P̃rv5(23500;2300).
8-12
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ENHANCED DIRECTCP VIOLATION IN B6,0→p1p2K6,0 PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 096008 ~2002!
~through sin 2g). If we do not take into accountr-v mixing,
the CP violating asymmetry,a, remains very small~just a
few percent! in both decays. In Figs. 9 and 10~for the evo-
lution of sind) and in Figs. 11~a! and 12~a! ~for the evolution
of penguin to tree amplitudes!, for B6,0→p1p2K6,0, we

plot sind andr whenP̃rv5(0,0)—i.e. withoutr-v mixing.
There is a critical point atNc

e f f51 ~for B̄0→p1p2K̄0) and
Nc

e f f50.24~for B2→p1p2K2) for which the value of sind
is at its maximum and corresponds~for the same value o
Nc

e f f), to the lowest value ofr. The last results show th
double effect of ther-v mixing: theCP violating asymme-
try increases and the sign of the strong phased is deter-
mined.

VI. BRANCHING RATIOS FOR BÁ,0\r0KÁ,0

A. Formalism

With the factorized decay amplitudes, we can compute
decay rates by using the following expression@27#:

G~B→VP!5
upW ru3

8pmV
2 UA~B→VP!

eV•pB
U2

, ~57!

wherepW r is the c.m. momentum of the decay particles d
fined as

upW ru5
A@mB

22~m11m2!2#@mB
22~m12m2!2#

2mB
. ~58!

m1 (m2) is the mass of the vector~pseudo-scalar! V(P) par-
ticle, eV is the polarization vector andA(B→VP) is the
decay amplitude given by

A~B→VP!5
GF

A2
(

i 51,10
Vs

T,Pai^VPuOi uB&, ~59!

FIG. 12. The ratio of penguin to tree amplitudes,r, for B2

→p1p2K2. We have the same caption for~a! and ~b! as in Fig.
11.
09600
e
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where the effective parameters,ai , which are involved in the
decay amplitude, are the following combinations of effecti
Wilson coefficients:

a2 j5C2 j8 1
1

Nc
e f f

C2 j 218 ,

~60!

a2 j 215C2 j 218 1
1

Nc
e f f

C2 j8 for j 51, . . . ,5.

All other variables in Eq.~59! have been introduced earlie
In the Quark Model, the diagram~Fig. 13 top! gives the main
contribution to theB→r0K decay. In our case, to be consi
tent, we should also take into account ther-v mixing con-
tribution ~Fig. 13 bottom! when we calculate the branchin
ratio, since we are working to the first order of isospin vi
lation. The application is straightforward and we obtain t
branching ratio forB→r0K:

BR~B→r0K !5
GF

2 upW ru3

akpGB
U@Vs

TAr0
T

~a1 ,a2!

2Vs
PAr0

P
~a3 , . . . ,a10!#1@Vs

TAv
T~a1 ,a2!

2Vs
PAv

P~a3 , . . . ,a10!#
P̃rv

~sr2mv
2 !1 imvGv

U2

.

~61!

In Eq. ~61! GF is the Fermi constant,GB is the total widthB
decay, andak is an integer related to the given decay.AV

T and
AV

P are the tree and penguin amplitudes which respect qu
interactions in theB decay.Vs

T,P @in Eq. ~59!# or Vs
T ,Vs

P @in
Eq. ~61!# represent the CKM matrix elements involved in th
tree and penguin diagrams, respectively:

FIG. 13. B decays without~upper! and with~lower! r-v mixing.
8-13
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Vs
T5uVubVus

! u for i 51,2,
~62!

Vs
P5uVtbVts

! u for i 53, . . .,10.

B. Calculational details

In this section we enumerate the theoretical decay am
tudes. We shall analyze fiveb into s transitions. Two of them
involve r-v mixing. These areB2→r0K2 and B̄0→r0K̄0.
Two other decays areB̄0→r2K1 and B2→r2K̄0 and the
last one isB2→vK2. We list in the following the tree and
penguin amplitudes which appear in the given transitions

For the decayB2→r0K2 @ak532 in Eq.~61!#,

A2Ar
T~a1 ,a2!5a1f rF1~mr

2!1a2f KA0~mK
2 !, ~63!

A2Ar
P~a3 , . . . ,a10!5 f rF1~mr

2!H 3

2
~a71a9!J 1 f KA0~mK

2 !

3H a41a1022~a61a8!

3F mK
2

~mu1ms!~mb1mu!
G J ; ~64!

for the decayB2→vK2 @ak532 in Eq.~61!#,

A2Av
T~a1 ,a2!5a1f rF1~mr

2!1a2f KA0~mK
2 !, ~65!

A2Av
P~a3 , . . . ,a10!5 f rF1~mr

2!H 2~a31a5!1
1

2
~a71a9!J

1 f KA0~mK
2 !H 22~a81a6!

3F mK
2

~mu1ms!~mb1mu!
G1a41a10J ;

~66!

for the decayB̄0→r0K̄0 @ak532 in Eq.~61!#,

A2Ar
T~a1 ,a2!5a1f rF1~mr

2!, ~67!

A2Ar
P~a3 , . . . ,a10!5 f rF1~mr

2!H 3

2
~a71a9!J 1 f KA0~mK

2 !

3H a42~2a62a8!

3F mK
2

~ms1md!~mb1md!
G2

1

2
a10J ;

~68!

for the decayB̄0→vK̄0 @ak532 in Eq.~61!#,

A2Av
T~a1 ,a2!5a1f rF1~mr

2!, ~69!
09600
li-

A2Av
P~a3 , . . . ,a10!5 f rF1~mr

2!H 2~a31a5!1
1

2
~a71a9!J

1 f KA0~mK
2 !H a42~2a62a8!

3F mK
2

~ms1md!~mb1md!
G2

1

2
a10J ;

~70!

for the decayB2→r2K̄0 @ak516 in Eq.~61!#,

Ar
T~a1 ,a2!5a2f rF1~mr

2!, ~71!

Ar
P~a3 , . . . ,a10!5 f KA0~mK

2 !H a42
1

2
a102~2a62a8!

3F mK
2

~ms1md!~mb1md!
G J ; ~72!

for the decayB̄0→r1K2 @ak516 in Eq.~61!#,

Ar
T~a1 ,a2!5a2f KA0~mK

2 !, ~73!

Ar
P~a3 , . . . ,a10!5 f KA0~mK

2 !H a41a1022~a61a8!

3F mK
2

~ms1mu!~mb1mu!
G J . ~74!

Moreover, we can calculate the ratio between two branch
ratios, in which the uncertainty caused by many system
errors is removed. We define the ratioR as

R5
BR~B0→r6K7!

BR~B6→r0K6!
, ~75!

and, without taking into account the penguin contributio
one has

R5
2GB1

GB0
US 11

a1f rF1~mr
2!

a2f KA0~mK
2 !

D
3S 11

P̃rv

~sr2mv
2 !1 imvGv

D U22

. ~76!

C. Numerical results

The numerical values for the CKM matrix elementsVs
T,P ,

the r-v mixing amplitude P̃rv , and the particle masse
mV,P , which appear in Eq.~61!, have been all reported in
Sec. IV. The Fermi constant is taken to beGF
51.16639131025 GeV22 @18#, and for the total widthB
decay,GB(51/tB), we use the world averageB lifetime val-
ues @combined results from ALEPH, Collider Detector
Fermilab~CDF!, DELPHI, L3, OPAL and SLAC Large De-
tector ~SLD!# @28#:
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TABLE VII. The measured branching ratios by CLEO, BABAR and BELLE factories forB decays into
rK (1026) ~see the reference in text!.

CLEO BABAR BELLE

r0K6 8.4623.4
14.061.8a (<17)b 106662c (<29)b <13.5b

r6K0 2 2 <23.6b

r6K7 16.026.4
17.662.8a (<32)b 2 15.824.623.0

15.111.7c

r0K0 2 2 2

BR~r6K7!

BR~r0K6!

1.8961.41 2 2

vK6 3.221.9
12.460.8a (<7.9)b 1.421.0

11.360.3c 9.222.3
12.661.0c

aFit.
bUpper limit.
cExperimental data.
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tB051.54660.021 ps,
~77!

tB151.64760.021 ps.

To compare the theoretical results with experimental d
as well as to determine the constraints on the effective n
ber of color,Nc

e f f , the form factors, and the CKM matri
parameters, we shall apply the experimental branching ra
collected at CLEO@32#, BELLE @33–35# and BABAR
@36,37# factories. All the experimental values are summ
rized in Table VII.

In order to determine the range ofNc
e f f available for cal-

culating theCP violating parameter,a, in B6,0→r0K6,0, we
have calculated the branching ratios forB6→r0K6, B6

→r6K0, B0→r6K7, B0→r0K0, and B6→vK6. We
show all the results in Figs. 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, wh
branching ratios are plotted as a function ofNc

e f f for models
(1) and (2) @different form factors are used in models (1
and (2)]. Bytaking experimental data from CLEO, BABAR

FIG. 14. Branching ratio forB6→r0K6 for models~1! @~2!#,
k2/mB

250.3 and limiting values of the CKM matrix elements. Th
solid line~dotted line! is for model (1) and max~min! CKM matrix
elements. Dot-dashed line~dot-dot-dashed line! is for model (2)
and max~min! CKM matrix elements. The notation is as follow
horizontal dotted line: CLEO data; dashed line: BABAR data; d
dashed line: BELLE data.
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and BELLE Collaborations, listed in Table VII, and compa
ing theoretical predictions with experimental results, we e
pect to extract the allowed range ofNc

e f f in B→rK and to
make the dependence on the form factors explicit betw
the two classes of models: models~1!, ~3! and (5), andmod-
els (2) and (4). Weshall mainly use the CLEO data, sinc
the BABAR and BELLE data are~as yet! less numerous and
accurate. An exception will be made for the branching ra
B6→vK6, where we shall take the BELLE data for ou
analysis since they are the most accurate and most re
measurements in that case. Nevertheless, we shall also a
all of them to check the agreement between all the branch
ratio data. The CLEO, BABAR and BELLE Collaboration
give almost the same experimental branching ratios for
the investigated decays except for the decayB2→vK2. In
this later case, we observe a strong disagreement betwee
of them since they provide experimental data in a range fr
0.131026 to 12.831026. Finally, it is evident that numeri-
cal results are very sensitive to uncertainties coming from
experimental data and from the factorization approach

-

FIG. 15. Branching ratio forB6→r6K0, for models~1! @~2!#,
k2/mB

250.3 and limiting values of the CKM matrix elements. Sol
line ~dotted line! is for model (1) and max~min! CKM matrix
elements. Dot-dashed line~dot-dot-dashed line! is for model (2)
and max~min! CKM matrix elements. Same notation as in Fig. 1
but only experimental upper limits are available.
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LEITNER, GUO, AND THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D66, 096008 ~2002!
plied to calculate hadronic matrix elements in theB→K
transition. Moreover, forB→rK, the data are less numerou
than forB→rp, so we cannot expect to get a very accur
range ofNc

e f f .
For the branching ratioB6→r0K6 ~Fig. 14! we found a

large range of values ofNc
e f f and CKM matrix elements ove

which the theoretical results are consistent with experime
data from CLEO, BABAR and BELLE. Each of the model
~1!, ~2!, ~3!, ~4! and (5), gives an allowed range ofNc

e f f .
Even though strong differences appear between the
classes of models, because of the different used form fac
we are not able to draw strong conclusions about the de
dence on the form factors. For the branching ratioB6

→r6K0 ~Fig. 15!, BELLE gives only an upper branchin
ratio limit whereas BABAR and CLEO do not. Our predi

FIG. 16. Branching ratio forB0→r6K7, for models~1! @~2!#,
k2/mB

250.3 and limiting values of the CKM matrix elements. Sol
line ~dotted line! is for model (1) and max~min! CKM matrix
elements. Dot-dashed line~dot-dot-dashed line! is for model (2)
and max~min! CKM matrix elements. Same notation as in Fig. 1

FIG. 17. Branching ratio forB0→r0K0, for models~1! @~2!#,
k2/mB

250.3 and limiting values of the CKM matrix elements. Sol
line ~dotted line! is for model (1) and max~min! CKM matrix
elements. Dot-dashed line~dot-dot-dashed line! is for model (2)
and max~min! CKM matrix elements.
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tions are still consistent with the experimental data for
models, for a large range ofNc

e f f . In this case, the numerica
results for models (1) and (2) are very close to each ot
and we need new data to constrain our calculations.

If we consider our results for the branching ratioB0

→r6K7 ~plotted in Fig. 16!, there is agreement between th
experimental results from CLEO and BELLE~no data from
BABAR! and our theoretical predictions at very low valu
of Nc

e f f and the CKM matrix elements. All the models~1!,
~2!, ~3!, ~4! and (5) give branching values within the rang
of branching ratio measurements ifNc

e f f is less than 0.07.
The tiny difference observed between models (1) and
comes from the form factorA0(k2) @whereA0(k2) refers to
the B to r transition taken atk25mK

2 ] since in that case the
amplitude computed involves only the form factorA0(k2).
For the branching ratioB0→r0K0 shown in Fig. 17, neither
CLEO, BABAR nor BELLE give experimental results. Nev
ertheless, from models (1) and(2), it appears that this
branching ratio is very sensitive to the magnitude of the fo
factor F1(k2) @in our case,F1(k2) is uncertain becauseh1
50.360 or 0.762 in models (1) and(2), respectively# since
the tree contribution is only proportional toF1. Moreover,
from the range of allowed values ofNc

e f f , we can estimate
the upper limit of this branching ratio to be of the order
31026. Finally, we focus on the branching ratioB6

→vK6 which is plotted in Fig. 18 for models (1) and(2).
We find that both the experimental and theoretical results
in agreement for a large range of values ofNc

e f f . But, the
models (1) and (2) do not give similar results because
form factorF1, applied in these models, is very different
both cases. Moreover, the dependence of the branching
on the CKM parametersr andh indicates that it would be
possible to strongly constrainr andh with a very accurate
experimental measurement for the decayB2→vK2.

To remove systematic errors in branching ratios given
the B factories, we look at the ratio,R, between the two

FIG. 18. Branching ratio forB6→vK6, for models~1! @~2!#,
k2/mB

250.3 and limiting values of the CKM matrix elements. Sol
line ~dotted line! is for model (1) and max~min! CKM matrix
elements. Dot-dashed line~dot-dot-dashed line! is for model (2)
and max~min! CKM matrix elements. Same notation as in Fig. 1
8-16
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ENHANCED DIRECTCP VIOLATION IN B6,0→p1p2K6,0 PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 096008 ~2002!
following branching ratios: BR(B0→r6K7) and BR(B6

→r0K7). The ratio is plotted in Fig. 19 as a function ofNc
e f f

for models (1) and (2) and for limiting values of the CKM
matrix elements. These results indicate that the ratio is v
sensitive to bothNc

e f f and to the magnitude of the form fac
tors. The sensitivity increases with the value ofNc

e f f and
gives a large difference between models~1!, ~3! and (5) and
models (2) and(4). We found that for a definite range o
Nc

e f f , all models investigated give a ratio consistent with t
experimental data from CLEO. It should be noted thatR is
not very sensitive to the CKM matrix elements. Indeed, if
only take into account the tree contributions,R is indepen-
dent of the CKM parametersr andh. The difference which
appears comes from the penguin contribution and has to
taken into account in any approach since they are not ne
gible.

We have summarized for each model, each branching
tio and each set of limiting values of CKM matrix elemen
the allowed range ofNc

e f f within which the experimental dat
and numerical results are consistent. To determine the
range ofNc

e f f , we have to find some intersection of values
Nc

e f f for each model and each set of CKM matrix elemen
for which the theoretical and experimental results are con
tent. Since the experimental results are not numerous and
as accurate as one would like, it is more reasonable to fix
upper and lower limits ofNc

e f f which allow us the maximum
of agreement between the theoretical and experimental
proaches. By using the limiting values of the CKM matr
elements, we show in Table VIII, the range of allowed valu
of Nc

e f f with r-v mixing. Even though in our previous stud
for B→rp, we have restricted ourselves to models (2) a
(4) rather than models~1!, ~3! and (5), here we cannot
exclude one of the models~1!, ~2!, ~3!, ~4! and (5) due to the
lack of accurate experimental data. We find thatNc

e f f should

FIG. 19. The ratio of tworK branching ratios versusNc
e f f for

models~1! @~2!# and for limiting values of the CKM matrix ele
ments: solid line~dotted line! is for model (1) with max~min!
CKM matrix elements. Dot-dashed line~dot-dot-dashed line! is for
model (2) with max~min! CKM matrix elements. Same notation a
in Fig. 14.
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be in the following range: 0.66(0.61),Nc
e f f,2.84(2.82),

where the values outside and inside brackets correspon
the choicek2/mb

250.3(0.5). Finally, if we take into accoun
the allowed range ofNc

e f f determined for decays such asB
→rp andB→rK we find a minimum global allowed rang
of Nc

e f f which should be in the range 1.17(1.12),Nc
e f f

,1.63(1.77).

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have studied directCP violation in decay process
such asB6,0→r0K6,0→p1p2K6,0 with the inclusion of
r-v mixing. When the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair is in
the vicinity of thev resonance, it is found that theCP vio-
lating asymmetry,a, has a maximumamax. We have also
investigated the branching ratiosB0→r0K0, B0→r6K7,
B6→r6K0, B6→r0K6, and B6→vK6. From our theo-
retical results, we make comparisons with experimental d
from the CLEO, BABAR and BELLE Collaborations. W
have applied five phenomenological models in order to sh
their dependence on form factors, CKM matrix elements a
the effective parameterNc

e f f in our approach.
To calculate theCP violating asymmetry,a, and the

branching ratios, we started from the weak Hamiltonian
which the OPE separates hard and soft physical regimes
worked in the factorization approximation where the ha
ronic matrix elements are treated in some phenomenolog
quark models. The effective parameter,Nc

e f f , was used in
order to take into account, as well as possible, the n
factorizable effects involved inB→rK decays. Although
one must have some doubts about factorization, it has b
pointed out that it may be quite reliable in energetic we
decays@38#.

With the present work, we have explicitly shown that t
directCP violating asymmetry is very sensitive to the CKM

TABLE VIII. Best range of Nc
e f f determined for k2/mb

2

50.3(0.5) and forB→rK decays~upper!. Also range ofNc
e f f de-

termined previously forB→rp decays@39# ~updated!. Finally glo-
bal range ofNc

e f f from bothB decays~lower!.

B→rK $Nc
e f f%

model (1) 0.66;2.68~0.61;2.68!
model (2) 1.17;2.84~1.09;2.82!
maximum range 0.66;2.84~0.61;2.82!
minimum range 1.17;2.68~1.09;2.68!

B→rp $Nc
e f f%

model (2) 1.09;1.63~1.12;1.77!
model (4) 1.10;1.68~1.11;1.80!
maximum range 1.09;1.68~1.11;1.80!
minimum range 1.10;1.63~1.12;1.77!

Global range $Nc
e f f%

global maximum range 0.66;2.84~0.61;2.82!
global minimum range 1.17;1.63~1.12;1.77!
8-17
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matrix elements, the magnitude of the form factorsA0(k2)
andF1(k2), and also to the effective parameterNc

e f f ~in or-
der of increasing dependence!. We have determined a rang
for the maximum asymmetry,amax, as a function of the
parameterNc

e f f , the limits of CKM matrix elements and th

choice of k2/mb
250.3(0.5). For the decayB̄0→p1p2K̄0

and from all models investigated, we found that the larg
CP violating asymmetry varies from137%(155%) to
220%(224%). As regardsB2→p1p2K2, one gets
149%(146%) to 222%(225%). For B6,0

→p1p2K6,0, the sign ofamax stays positive as long as th
value ofNc is less than 2.7. In both decays, the ratio betwe
asymmetry values which are taken at upper and lower lim
ing r andh values is mainly governed by the term 1/sinb. It
appears also that the directCP violating asymmetry is very
sensitive to the form factors at high values ofNc

e f f . We un-
derline that without the inclusion ofr-v mixing, we would
not have a largeCP violating asymmetry,a, sincea is pro-
portional to both sind and r. We found a critical point for
which sind reaches the value11, but at the same time,r
becomes very tiny. We emphazise that the advantage ofr-v
mixing is the large strong phase difference which varies
tremely rapidly near thev resonance. In our calculations, w
found that forB6,0→p1p2K6,0, the sign of sind is positive
until Nc

e f f reaches 2.69(2.65) whenk2/mb
250.3(0.5). Then,

by measuringa for values ofNc
e f f lower than the limits given

above, we can remove the phase uncertainty mod(p) in the
determination of the CKM angleg.

As regards theoretical results for the branching rat
B6→r0K6, B6→r6K0, B0→r6K7, B0→r0K0 and B6
o-

ev

on
-
er

s.

-
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n
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s

→vK6, we made comparison with data from the CLE
~mainly!, BABAR and BELLE ~for B6→vK6) Collabora-
tions. We found that it is possible to have agreement betw
the theoretical results and experimental branching ratio d
for B6→r0K6, B6→r6K0, B6→vK6, B0→r6K7, and
R. For B0→r0K0, the lack of results does not allow us t
draw conclusions. Only an estimation for the upper lim
(2031026) has been determined. Nevertheless, we have
termined a range of value ofNc

e f f , 0.66(0.61),Nc
e f f

,2.84(2.82), inside of which the experimental data and t
oretical calculations are consistent. We have to keep in m
that, because of the difficulty in dealing with non
factorizable effects associated with final state interacti
~FSI!, which are more complex for decays involving ans
quark, we have weakly constrained the range of value
Nc

e f f .
From theCP violating asymmetry and the branching r

tios, we expect to determine the CKM matrix elements.
order to reach our aim, all uncertainties in our calculatio
have to be decreased: the transition form factors forB→r
andB→K have to be well determined and non-factorizab
effects have to be treated in the future by using generali
QCD factorization. Moreover, we strongly need more num
ous and accurate experimental data inB→rK decays if we
want to understand directCP violation in B decays better.
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